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Model-Free Energy Management System for
Hybrid AC/DC Microgrids

Abstract—A hybrid AC/DC microgrid combines the ben-
efits of AC and DC power systems. It provides high effi-
ciency and is compatible with conventional AC distribu-
tion network. This paper proposes a centralized energy
management approach to perform coordinated control on a
hybrid AC/DC microgrid as a single-controllable entity. The
central controller relies on low-bandwidth communication
channels and is aimed at achieving 1) proportional power
sharing among energy storage units located in both DC
and AC sides of the microgrid, 2) state-of-charge equal-
ization of the energy storage units, 3) grid power flow
control, 4) plug-and-play capability, and 5) operation in
grid-connected and islanded modes through an interlinking
utility interface converter. The state-of-charge equalization
method guarantees uniform operation of the energy stor-
age units during both charge and discharge modes consid-
ering typical operational transients. Finally, the proposed
model-free approach is evaluated experimentally through
a laboratory-scale hybrid AC/DC microgrid in different op-
erational conditions in both grid-connected and islanded
operating modes.

Index Terms—Hybrid AC/DC microgrid, power-based
control, energy storage, power sharing, hierarchical control

I. INTRODUCTION

THe growth of renewable energy sources (RESs), en-
ergy storage units (ESUs), and modern loads as electric

vehicles into the distribution power systems has challenged
the grid interconnection in terms of efficiency, reliability
and power quality. Regarding the power quality issues, the
typical limits of hosting capacity are overvoltage, overload of
conductors, and voltage unbalance [1], [2]. In this context, a
microgrid (MG) shows itself as a feasible model to enable the
interconnection of multiple RESs, ESUs and loads in a same
cluster ensuring dispatchability, reliability and stability of the
overall system contributing to enhance the hosting capacity of
distribution grids and then increasing the amount of distributed
energy resources (DERs) integrated into the power system [3].

MGs can be distinguished between AC and DC configura-
tions; and each one requires a proper grid-interactive converter
at the point of common coupling (PCC). The AC MG inherits
the natural compatibility with conventional equipment since
the distribution power system is also AC. On the other
hand, DC MG shows high efficiency for the integration of
renewables and for supplying electronic loads, since it requires
fewer energy conversion stages than AC MG [4]. To take
advantage of both configurations, hybrid AC/DC MGs appear
as a promising alternative for modern power systems. The
main challenge of hybrid AC/DC MGs is to design a proper
power management strategy to deal with the coexistence of
AC and DC subgrids, achieving fully dispatchable grid power

flow, with state-of-charge (SoC) balancing and a stable and
reliable operation [5].

The AC and DC subgrids are coupled through an inter-
linking converter (IC), which is also used to interface the
hybrid AC/DC MG to the mains. Such converter creates
a path for power flow exchange between both sides, and
guarantees seamless transition between grid-connected and
islanded operating modes. Besides, it is desirable that the IC
provides: grid power flow control, grid-forming performance,
active filtering functionality, and low-voltage ride through
capabilities. Therefore, a suitable control strategy to coordinate
the operation of the IC and the multiple DERs scattered
throughout the AC and DC subgrids must be defined.

The power management of MGs is usually performed by
means of a hierarchical control. This approach is based on
the ISA-95 standard and can be split into primary, secondary
and tertiary control levels, depending on the time scale that
the tasks are executed and the setting of the control loop
implementation [6]. In [7] a power management system for
a hybrid AC/DC MG is proposed using droop controllers to
achieve proportional power sharing in the primary control
level, and a centralized controller, in the secondary level,
to achieve an accurate energy management of the MG. The
main contributions are proportional power sharing among
the parallel DERs, bidirectional operation of the IC, and
a centralized controller that does not depend on previous
knowledge of DERs control laws, relying on a low-bandwidth
communication channel. It has been proved that delays until
1 second do not cause instability. However, the islanded
operation has not been considered, neither ESUs.

In [8] is proposed a two-stage modified droop method for
the bidirectional power control of the IC during different op-
erating modes of a hybrid AC/DC MG. The proposed method
considers the MG as a single entity capable of operating
in both grid-connected and islanded modes. It accomplishes
bidirectional power flow through the IC, and proportional
power sharing among DERs. However, the control method
depends on previous knowledge of the MG parameters.

In [9] a single-phase IC transfers active power between
DC and AC subgrids, and concomitantly provides ancillary
services such as reactive power support, harmonic mitigation
and grid-forming capability. An energy management system
(EMS) provides functionalities such as load shedding and
de-tuning maximum power point (MPP) operation of PV.
Battery banks and supercapacitor packs are considered as
ESUs; however, they do not operate in a coordinated manner
and SoC equalization among them is not attained.

The authors of [10] propose a distributed control for au-
tonomous operation of a hybrid AC/DC MG. Distributed ESUs
are considered and located in a DC storage bus interconnected
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to the DC link of the IC. A fully decentralized control based on
droop control is implemented locally to achieve power sharing
in each subgrid, and then a global power sharing combining
the droop characteristics of each subgrid sets the power
flow through the IC. ESUs operate proportionally to their
individual SoC value and power capacity. The IC regulates
the bidirectional power flow between AC and DC subgrids, but
neither grid power flow is controlled, nor islanded operation
mode is considered.

The authors of [11] propose a hybrid AC/DC MG endowed
with one ESU in each subgrid: AC and DC. In grid-connected
mode, both ESUs in AC and DC subgrids operate in constant
power mode. Whereas during islanded operation, a SoC − f
droop control in the AC ESU regulates the AC frequency, and
a SoC − v droop control in the DC ESU regulates the DC
bus voltage. However, the addressed method does not provide
SoC equalization of ESUs located in both AC and DC sides.

The coordination of DERs located in different subgrids is
not fully explored in those aforementioned proposals. For
instance, ESUs are more likely to be organized in multiple
clusters which can be dispersedly deployed throughout the
facility and connected to either DC or AC subgrids, and
hence new clusters can be added to the system as the de-
manded storage capacity increases over time [12]. The MG
control must ensure proper power sharing among the ESUs,
nevertheless. Moreover, since mismatches between the ESUs
can lead to SoC imbalance, which may degrade the storage
system lifetime, the EMS must provide SoC equalization
among distributed ESUs. Finally, it is important that the EMS
considers the MG as a single-controllable entity, regulating
the power exchanged with the mains, in order to mitigate
the detrimental impact on the power system caused by heavy
penetration of DERs.

To perform an EMS considering the features aforemen-
tioned, this paper uses the model-free power-based control
(PBC) approach, which is based on a central controller that
coordinately regulates the power flow of DERs dispersedly
located in both subgrids. The PBC was initially proposed as a
model-free approach to coordinatedly control DERs in single-
phase AC MGs [13], and was then modified to control single-
and three-phase DERs coexisting in three-phase AC MGs [14].
In [15], the PBC is used to control the active power in DC
MGs, in which a power loop tracks a given power reference
to maintain the DC bus voltage within acceptable ranges. The
method proposed herein improves the PBC strategy to enable
the management of ESUs dispersedly located in both subgrids,
achieving proportional power sharing and SoC equalization,
by considering the SoC of every ESU as part of the PBC.

In order to compare the previous literature with the proposed
method, underlining the improved results achieved herein and
its novelty, Table I summarizes the current state-of-the-art.
Such comparison aims at highlighting the main features of
each proposal in terms of: i) hybrid AC/DC MG acting as
a single-controllable entity; ii) presence of ESUs in both
subgrids; iii) grid-connected and islanded operating modes;
iv) SoC equalization among ESUs located in both AC and DC
subgrids; v) no need of previous knowledge of network pa-
rameters; vi) dispatchable grid power flow; and vii) plug-and-

play capability. The proposed model-free method contributes
to fulfil the gap of hybrid AC/DC MG control featuring grid
power flow control and SoC balancing in both subgrids.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
MG structure and describes the behavior of the IC and DERs
during grid-connected and islanded modes. Section III presents
the EMS and the local ESU energy management features that
enable SoC balancing. Section IV describes the experimental
hybrid AC/DC MG. Section V shows the experimental results
while section VI concludes.

II. HYBRID AC/DC MICROGRID STRUCTURE

Fig. 1 shows the hybrid AC/DC MG structure considered
in this paper. It comprises an interlinking utility interface
(IUI) converter, AC and DC loads, as well as multiple DERs
(e.g., PV generators and ESUs), which are dispersedly located
throughout the MG nodes. The ESUs provide dispatch capa-
bility to the MG, enabling ancillary services to be performed
during grid-connected mode and supporting the MG operation
in islanded mode. The IUI couples the AC and DC buses and
also interfaces the MG to the mains. In this paper, a two-stage
topology is considered, as shown in Fig. 2. The two-stage
topology allows to decouple the control loop dynamics of the
AC and DC sides, and allows to accommodate higher voltage
ripples in the DC link without affecting the voltage waveform
at the IUI output terminals.

The MG control architecture is divided into three hierarchi-
cal levels. The primary level manages basic and specific local
functions, e.g., inner control loops, synchronization, islanding
detection and local energy management. The secondary level
is entitled to manage the power exchange between the MG
buses and the grid, to attain proportional power sharing among
DERs in both grid-connected and islanded modes, to perform
SoC equalization among the ESUs, and finally to guarantee
equalized SoC operation of ESUs under typical operational
conditions. The tertiary level is responsible for the global
interaction between the MGs PCC and external players - e.g.,
the utility operator - and to define the PCC power reference
that is transmitted to the secondary level.

The secondary and tertiary control level features are per-
formed by a central controller (CC) embedded in the IUI.
The CC receives the DERs output status and coordinates their
output power broadcasting reference commands to their local
controller (LC). A centralized control approach provides an
accurate and efficient way to perform energy management
tasks [17], [18] and, as the information flows only in one
direction at a time (from LC to CC or vice-versa), the
communication channels do not operate overloaded [19].

A low-bandwidth communication infrastructure is employed
for exchanging information among the MG elements, enabling
the CC to be aware of the status and available capacity of
each DER. The communication infrastructure has a reduced
amount of data flowing through the communication channel
which reduces its stress [20]. In case of communication failure,
proportional power sharing and grid power flow control might
be lost; however, the primary level still guarantees system
operation within grid-code requirements and the MG stability
is not compromised.
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TABLE I: Comparative summary of the literature review on hybrid AC/DC MG energy management systems

Ref. MG
type

MG acts as
a single-unit

ESUs loca-
ted in both
subgrids

SoC balancing
in both sub-
grids

MG op.
in both
modes

Grid power
flow control

Need
of prev.
know.

Commu-
nication P&P Exp.

results

[8] AC/DC X - - X - X - - -
[7] AC/DC - - - - - - X - X

[9] AC/DC X - - X X - X - -
[10] AC/DC - - - X - X - - X

[11] AC/DC - X X - - X - - -
[16] AC/DC X X - - - X X - -
[14] AC X - - X X - X X -
[15] DC X - - - - - - - X

Proposed
method AC/DC X X X X X - X X X
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Fig. 1: Considered hybrid AC/DC microgrid structure.
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Fig. 2: Topology of the interlinking utility interface converter and
interconnected subgrids.

A. Primary Level Configuration of the Microgrid

To withstand system operation even without the coordina-
tion provided by the CC, the primary control level of the MG
elements must be configured in a way that a grid-forming
unit is always available in both AC and DC buses. Fig. 3
shows the IUI and DERs behavior during grid-connected and
islanded modes. During the grid-connected mode, Fig. 3(a),
the AC bus voltage and frequency references are enforced by
the mains, thus, PVs and ESUs perform as controlled current
sources, as well as the AC/DC stage of IUI that behaves as
grid-following synchronized with the grid voltage. The active
power exchanged by the IUI and the AC bus is defined by the
local DC link control loop, which establishes the active power
reference needed to maintain the DC link voltage regulated,
while the reactive power loop is performed by sensing the
grid current [21]. The DC/DC stage of IUI is controlled as

DC bus (vo)

a)

b)

AC bus (vcc)

ESUAC

ESUAC

ESUDCPV

ESUDCPV IUI

IUI PV

Main 

grid

Main 

grid
PCC

PCC

DC bus (vo)
AC bus

Fig. 3: Operating characteristics of converters in the hybrid AC/DC
microgrid. (a) grid-connected mode; (b) islanded mode.

a voltage source and regulates the DC bus voltage. Since the
IUI DC/DC stage is seen as a perturbation for the converter
DC link, the active power required by the DC/DC stage is
delivered/absorbed by the AC/DC stage. In the DC side of the
MG, PVs and ESUs also behave as controlled current sources.

During the islanded mode, Fig. 3(b), since the mains no
longer provides voltage and frequency references for the
AC bus, the AC/DC stage of the IUI is controlled as a
voltage source, performing as a grid-forming converter and
establishing voltage and frequency references to the whole AC
MG. The DC/DC stage is then controlled as a current source,
assuming the responsibility for the power balance through the
IUI DC link. The DERs in the AC side still perform as current
sources. The ESUs in the DC side perform as voltage sources
regulating the DC bus voltage, whereas the PVs keep operating
as current sources. The ESUs in the DC side follow DC-bus
signaling, in which DC bus voltage level is divided into sectors
that determine when ESUs shall operate in voltage- or current-
controlled mode [22]. It is worth mentioning that the DERs
in the AC side can be devised considering droop-control as in
[23], or controlled as a voltage source by applying the triple-
loop control as in [24], and then share the power contribution
during sudden load changes with the IUI.
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III. PROPOSED ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The proposed EMS is based on the PBC algorithm, which
is a coordinated MG control strategy originally proposed for
AC MGs, in which DERs contribute to the MG power needs
in proportion to their available capability [13], [14]. Such
proportionality is obtained by means of scaling coefficients
that are calculated at the CC and broadcasted to all DERs.
Thereupon, their individual power references are calculated at
their LCs being proportional to their power capacity. The PBC
is used because it does not need of previous knowledge of the
MG electrical model, and it is able to promote proportional
power sharing among DERs regardless of their location while
regulating the grid power. Although, the PBC as originally
proposed does not consider ESU equalization, neither its
application for hybrid AC/DC MG.

For a hybrid AC/DC MG, such strategy must be adapted to
handle the existence of the DC bus and its local resources, as
well as to manage power equalization among ESUs located in
different subgrids. The EMS proposed herein aims to perform
the power management of the whole hybrid AC/DC MG
as a single-controllable entity, achieving proportional power
sharing among ESUs in both AC or DC sides with SoC
equalization, controlling the reactive power injection from
DERs in the AC side, and the grid power flow.

For the proposed EMS, it is considered that the PV gen-
erators operate at their MPP, whereas ESUs power is defined
by the scalar coefficients broadcasted by the CC. In the AC
subgrid, the required reactive power is shared among every
DER (i.e., PV and ESU). The PBC operation considering
SoC balancing is described as follows and its operation is
summarized in Fig. 4:

1) at first activation of the MG control, the CC polls each
DER connected to the communication network and registers
its type (PV or ESU), location (DC or AC buses) and
rated capacity. After registration is completed, the CC starts
the first control cycle for the PBC. Periodically, the CC
broadcasts a registration call, in order to register new DERs
to the CC database and making possible the plug-and-play
connection of new DERs.

2) at the beginning of each control cycle, k, the CC commu-
nicates with all registered DERs and gathers their status
information about their operation and available capability:

• from the j-th PV, it is required its active and reactive
output power (if in the AC side) [PPV j(k),QPV j(k)] and
its converter power rating [APV j];

• from the i-th ESU, it is required its active and reactive
(if in the AC side) output power [PESUi(k), QESUi(k)],
its maximum and minimum power capacities [Pmax

ESUi(k),
Pmin
ESUi(k)], which refers to the maximum discharging and

charging power, and its state-of-charge [SoCi(k)] and its
converter power rating [AESUi] ;

• from the IUI, it is required its output power [PIUIm(k),
QIUIm(k)] and its converter power rating [AIUIm];

• and from the grid side of the PCC, the grid active and
reactive power [PGRIDm(k), QGRIDm(k)] are measured
by the CC itself.
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P
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Fig. 4: Block diagram of the power-based control algorithm.
3) once all information is gathered, the PBC computes the

status of the whole MG by means of quantities that are
later described in eq. (4) and (5);

4) afterwards, the PBC determines the power needed from the
DERs to achieve the desired grid power flow in the next
control cycle (k+1) and computes the scalar coefficients that
are broadcasted to every DER;

5) a scalar coefficient informs each DER about the ratio of its
available active and/or reactive power to be exchanged with
the MG, therefore, once the DER receives the coefficient
from the CC, it updates its output power references and a
new control cycle is initiated.
In step 1, the total active and reactive power delivered by

DERs in the AC side along cycle k are computed in (1) and
(2), respectively, while the maximum reactive power that each
j-th DER is able to deliver is computed in (3). Note that J is
the total number of PVs, while I is the total number of ESUs.

PDtm(k) =
I∑

i=1

PESUim(k) +
J∑

j=1

PPV jm(k) (1)

QDtm(k) =
J∑

j=1

QPV jm(k) +
I∑

i=1

QESUim(k) (2)

Qmax
Dj (k) =

√
ADj(k)2 − PDj(k)2 (3)

In step 2, the CC computes the total active power in the
whole MG, and the total reactive power absorbed within the
MG AC bus, during cycle k, in (4) and (5), respectively.

PLtm(k) = PGRIDm(k) + PDtm(k) (4)

QLtm(k) = QGRIDm(k) +QDtm(k) +QIUIm(k) (5)

Note that DERs not registered on the PBC (like non-
dispatchable sources), and the distribution power losses in the
line impedances are incorporated in PLtm(k).

In step 3, the power references are calculated by the CC for
the next control cycle k + 1.

P ∗
ESUt(k + 1) =

3∑
m=1

[PLm(k)− P ∗
GRIDm(k + 1)] (6)

Q∗
Dtm(k+1) = QLm(k)−QIUIm(k)−Q∗

GRIDm(k+1) (7)
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TABLE II: Scalling coefficients of power-based control

Power Conditions Scalling Coefficients

Pmin
ESUt(k) ≤ P ∗

ESUt(k + 1) ≤ Pmax
ESUt(k) αESU =

P ∗
ESUt(k + 1)

Pmax
ESUt(k)

P ∗
ESUt(k + 1) ≤ Pmin

ESUt(k) αESU = −1

P ∗
ESUt(k + 1) ≥ Pmax

ESUt(k) αESU = 1

−Qmax
Dtm(k) ≤ Q∗

Dtm(k + 1) ≤ Qmax
Dtm(k) αQm =

Q∗
Dtm(k + 1)

Qmax
Dtm(k)

where, P ∗
ESUt(k + 1) defines the active power reference to

be required from all ESUs. Such value cannot be superior
to the maximum charge [Pmin

ESUt(k) =
∑I

i=1 P
min
ESUi(k)] and

discharge [Pmax
ESUt(k) =

∑I
i=1 P

max
ESUi(k)] power capacities, to

avoid overcharging or deep discharge of the battery banks,
respectively. P ∗

GRIDm(k + 1) and Q∗
GRIDm(k + 1) are the

active and reactive grid power references.
In step 4, the CC computes the scaling coefficients and

broadcasts them to DER’s LCs which process the individual
power references for each DER. The definition of the scaling
coefficients is summarized in Table II. These coefficients are
dimensionless, a factor which provides proportional power
sharing among DERs considering their available capability.
The reactive power of AC DERs is controlled by αQm, while
ESU’s active power is controlled by αESU . Whether the
reactive power reference is negative or positive, the DER
processes capacitive or inductive reactive power, respectively.
In the same way, whether the ESU power reference is negative,
positive or zero, the ESU operates in charging, discharging or
idle-charge mode, respectively.

Besides the scalar coefficients, the CC also broadcasts the
average SoCa of the ESUs, which is calculated according
to (8), where SoCi is the SoC status of the i-th ESU. This
information is employed by the LC to perform the SoC
equalization process, which is described in Section III-A.

SoCa =

∑I
i=1 SoCi

I
(8)

The SoC equalization process of ESUs causes power im-
balance among the ESUs that may exceed the rated power
of their converters. To ensure that the converters of ESUs
operate within their limits, and concomitantly achieve SoC
equalization, the CC curtails αESU so that its value is lower
than SoCa. This limitation causes the power injected or
absorbed by ESUs to be inferior to its maximum charging
or discharging power capacity, while maintaining the power
imbalance required to achieve the SoC equalization. In [25],
it is also used a limiter in order to avoid high injected/absorbed
power mismatching among dispersed ESUs, that could exceed
their maximum acceptable power.

• In charging mode (αESU < 0)
If |αESU | > Soca

αESU = −SoCa (9)

• In discharging mode (αESU > 0)
If |αESU | > Soca

αESU = SoCa (10)

A. Local ESU Energy Management Strategy

Once αESU is calculated by the CC, it is then broadcasted
to each ESUs LC that calculates its individual power ref-
erence. In a MG containing distributed ESUs, maintaining
SoC balancing is important to improve the lifetime of the
storage system. Thus, the EMS must provide means to equalize
the SoC among ESUs [26]. The proposed local ESU energy
management strategy provides a SoC equalization among
ESUs independently of their location in a hybrid AC/DC MG.

The LC of ESUs weight the scaling coefficient in relation
to their individual SoCi and the system average SoCa, trans-
mitted by the CC by variable api. This individual weight
modifies locally the received αESU in a way that; during
charging mode, the coefficient of an ESU is increased inversely
to its SoCi status, i.e., the ESU with the lowest SoC value
will present the highest coefficient, while the ESU with the
highest SoC value, the lowest coefficient. Therefore, units
with lower stored energy absorb a greater share of the MG
total charging power, leading to faster SoC growth. As the
ESU’s SoCi approximates to the system average, the weight
is reduced and the power imbalance introduced by this method
is also decreased. Contrariwise, during the discharging mode,
the weight value is greater for the ESUs with superior SoCi

values, whereas it is lower for the ESUs with inferior values
of SoCi. Thus, the units with greater amount of stored energy
contribute more to the MG needs, and then they present faster
SoC decrease. Again, as the ESU’s SoCi approximates to the
system average, the weight value is reduced as well. In both
cases, the SoCi of every ESU tends to converge to the system
average value over time.

The equalization speed is dependent on the mathematical
function used to relate the scaling coefficient weight to the unit
SoC. In the literature, SoC balancing has been addressed in
droop controlled converters in which a droop adaptive function
is introduced to modify the ESU output power in relation to
its SoC status. In [26] and [25], a power function is employed,
while [22] uses an exponential function to enforce SoC bal-
ancing. A comparative study among different compensation
functions such as linear, power, exponential, hyperbolic sine
and logarithmic to droop controlled ESUs is presented in [27].
The authors have concluded that the power function shows
the fastest response in terms of equalization speed for the
set of analyzed functions for both charging and discharging
modes. Consequently, this paper considers a power function
to compute the SoC-based scaling coefficient weight (i.e., api).
Therefore, the ESU power references are defined as:

• In charging mode{
P ∗
ESUi = Pmin

ESUi · αESU · αpi

αpi = 1 + (SoCa − SoCi)
p

(11)

• In discharging mode{
P ∗
ESUi = Pmax

ESUi · αESU · αpi

αpi = 1− (SoCa − SoCi)
p

(12)

where the superscript p is a convergence factor that adjusts
the equalization speed of SoC balancing. The higher the p,
the faster the equalization procedure.
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TABLE III: Parameters of the hybrid AC/DC microgrid

MG Parameters Value

Nominal bus voltage (DC, AC) 380, 220 V

Nominal AC frequency 60 Hz

PV power 0.46 kW

Load power (DC, AC) 1.9, 1.8 kW

IUI Converters Parameters
Nominal power 4.2 kV A

DC interlink (voltage, capacitance) 600 V, 3610 µF

LCL filter AC (L1, L2, Cf ) 430 µH, 200 µH, 10 µF

LC filter DC (Lo, Co) 1.25 mH, 470 µF

ESUs Parameters
Battery voltage 48 V

Max. discharge power ESU1,2DC 1.1 kW
ESU3AC 0.55 kW

Max. charge power ESU1,2DC 0.55 kW
ESU3AC 0.275 kW

SoC limits (Max., Min.) 1.0, 0.3

During islanded mode, the ESUs in DC side behave as
controlled-voltage sources, and they regulate the DC bus
voltage. Simultaneously, they are power dispatchable DERs,
and may keep the coordination among ESUs through an outer
power loop (P ∗

ESUi), whose output is added to the ESU output
voltage set-point. In [23] and [24], a similar approach is
explored to droop controlled inverters as a way to control the
output power delivered by DERs. Section IV gives details of
the MG setup and the implemented control scheme.

IV. MICROGRID SETUP

The proposed strategy is experimentally validated through
the laboratory-scale prototype shown in Fig. 5. Its configura-
tion and hierarchical control levels are shown in Fig. 1, while
its parameters are shown in Table III. The hybrid AC/DC MG
is composed of two ESUs in the DC side (i.e., ESU1 and
ESU2), one ESU in the AC side (i.e., ESU3), one PV generator
and one IUI converter which interlinks the two subgrids and
the mains. The prototype is split into three parts: i) hardware;
ii) control scheme; and iii) communication channel.

1) Hardware part: Both ESUs in the DC side are imple-
mented by a dual active bridge (DAB) converter attached
to a battery bank composed of four lead-acid 12V/110Ah
batteries. The ESU in the AC side is devised by a back-to-back
converter, which is linked to the AC bus at one side and to the
grid on the other side through a transformer. The battery bank
behavior is emulated digitally by an algorithm implemented in
the converter’s control. The PV generator comprises the solar
array simulator E4360A connected to a PHB1500-CS grid-tied
inverter. Finally, the IUI topology is shown in Fig. 2.

2) Control scheme: The control scheme is divided into
three hierarchical levels as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 6 shows
the scheme of the primary control for the IUI converter that
is composed of two distinct control structures, being able to
operate in both grid-connected and islanded modes. In both
modes, each converter stage (DC/DC and AC/DC) has two
cascaded loops: an inner current control loop and an outer
voltage control loop. During the grid-connected mode, the
AC/DC stage operates controlling the DC interlink voltage

Fig. 5: Laboratory-scale prototype of the hybrid AC/DC microgrid.

(vDC) that provides the reference current for the iL1 loop.
In this operating mode, the stage AC/DC acts as a controlled
current source at the AC side, and the DC/DC stage operates as
a controlled voltage source regulating the DC bus voltage, in
which the voltage loop employs the droop technique. During
the islanded mode, the AC/DC stage operates as a controlled
voltage source. Then, the voltage loop controls the voltage
over Cf (vc), providing the reference current to iL1 loop. The
voltage loop in the DC/DC stage regulates the DC interlink
voltage acting as a controlled current source at the DC bus,
as described in Section II. In this control scheme, only the
voltage loops change according to the operating mode.

Fig. 7 shows the scheme of the primary control for ESUs
in the DC bus which is implemented to be able to control
charge and discharge processes of batteries. Two control loops
are implemented: a voltage droop controller that regulates the
DC bus voltage, and a charge controller that regulates the
absorbed current from ESUs during the charging mode. An
inner current loop determines the operation mode of ESU, so
that, during the discharging mode, the output of the voltage
droop controller assumes the inductor current control, while
in charging mode, the output of the charge controller regulates
the inductor current.

Fig. 8 shows the scheme of the primary control for ESUs in
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the AC bus, that is based on a double-loop control of current
and power loops. It is worth underlining that all the parameters
related to the primary control level shown in Figs. 6, 7 and
8 are sized in the basis of local model in order to guarantee
that the closed-loop behavior of the converters is stable and
the paralleled connection of them in voltage mode does not
lead to undesirable circulating currents.

The secondary control level is implemented in the CC that
is embedded in a Raspberry Pi board. It is responsible for
receiving the power status of all DERs, processing the PBC
algorithm, broadcasting the scaling coefficients to ESUs LCs
and adjusting the grid power reference according to the set-
point provided by the tertiary control level. In addition to the
CC function, Raspberry Pi is used as a datalogger, storing the
power and voltage information from the converters.

3) Communication channel: The internal communication
among the MG converters and the CC is provided by CAN
communication bus. The implemented CAN protocol operates
with a communication speed of 125 kbps. A data update time
of 100 ms is chosen, so that the CAN bus is free for 66,9
ms between reception and data transmission by the CC. This
guarantees the sending of other information and, in case of
data loss, allows them to be forwarded.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section shows the experimental results obtained
through a laboratory-scale hybrid AC/DC MG prototype op-
erating in both grid-connected and islanded modes.

A. Grid-Connected Mode: SoC equalization
In grid-connected mode, it is analyzed the following condi-

tions: i) equalization of ESUs during charge and discharge
modes; ii) grid active power control; and iii) equalized
operation under operational condition.
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Fig. 6: Scheme of the primary control for the IUI converter; (A)
grid-connected mode and (B) islanded mode.

Fig. 9 shows the system capability of changing from dis-
charging to charging mode with SoC equalization. The initial
SoCs are: SoC1 = 0.85, SoC2 = 0.75 and SoC3 = 0.95. The
grid, load and PV powers are: PGRID = 1.2kW, PLOAD =

SoC
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Fig. 8: Scheme of the primary control for the ESUs in the AC subgrid.

2.67kW and PPV = 0.46kW. The convergence factor p = 8
is empirically chosen to enable the SoC equalization to be
performed in one discharge cycle. ESUs operate in discharging
mode with αESU = 0.36, as shown in the bottom plot of Fig.
9. In this mode, the ESU with the highest SoC (ESU3ca )
provides higher amount of power than the others, which is
noticed by αp3 that is initially higher than the rest.

At t = 245min, it is applied a step change in the grid power
reference (P ∗

GRID), increasing it from 1.2kW to 2.9kW. At
this instant, the ESUs change from discharging to charging
mode, while the PGRID follows its reference. The negative
sign of αESU indicates power absorption. Note that, in both
modes, proportional power sharing among ESUs is ensured to
keep the SoCs equalized, which is one of the goals of the
proposed EMS. From Fig. 9 PESU1

= PESU2
= 400W and

PESU3
= 200W in discharging mode; and PESU1

= PESU2
=

260W and PESU3 = 130W in charging mode, thus comparing
to Table III one can note the proportional contribution of ESUs
in both subgrids to their available discharging/charging power
capacity. It can be seem from the Max. SoC deviation in Fig.
9 that during both operating modes SoC balancing is chased
and once achieved, it is holded. The maximum SoC deviation
is calculated as Max. Soc deviation = (SoCa-SoCi).

B. Grid-Connected Mode: plug-and-play and communi-
cation failure

In grid-connected mode, it is analyzed the following condi-
tions: i) MG behavior under communication channel failure;
and ii) plug-and-play operation.

Fig. 10 analyzes the MG plug-and-play capability and its
behavior under communication loss. The initial SoC of all
ESUs are SoC = 0.95, while PGRID = 1.1kW, PLOAD =
2.67kW, and PPV = 0.46kW. At t = 65min, ESU3 is
disconnected from the MG, and αESU immediately increases,
hence ESU1 and ESU2 increase their power contribution but
without compromising the SoC equalization between ESU1

and ESU2. At t = 98min, ESU3 is reconnected and its
SoC value tends to equalize with ESU1 and ESU2. αESU is
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Fig. 10: MG operation with plug-and-play capability in grid-
connected mode.

reduced because the demanded power is again divided among
three ESUs. At t = 172min, the communication between
ESU3 and the CC is lost and its power measures are not
received. The CC computes only ESU1 and ESU2 powers
and αESU increases. However, ESU3 injects a surplus power
of 0.25kW into the MG, which reduces the perceived load
power, PL. At t = 201min, the communication channel is
recovered and ESU3 tends to equalize its SoC value with
ESU1 and ESU2.

C. Islanded Mode

In islanded mode, the IUI converter operates as a grid-
forming converter providing the AC voltage and frequency
references for the MG, while the ESUs located in the DC
subgrid regulate the DC bus voltage. Since PGRID = 0kW, the
ESUs and PVs are responsible for providing the load demand.

The following conditions are analyzed: i) equalization of
ESUs in discharging mode; ii) bidirectional power flow capa-
bility of IUI converter; iii) grid-forming operation capability
of IUI converter; and iv) capability of maintaining SoC
equalization under load disturbances. The experimental result
shown in Fig. 11 considers the following initial SoC values:
SoC1 = 0.75, SoC2 = 0.85, SoC3 = 0.95, while PV supplies
0.38kW, the initial DC load power is P = 0.3kW, and the
initial AC load power is P = 1.3kW. It can be observed
that the Max. SoC Deviation is steadily reduced during the
process, the load power is proportionally shared among the
ESUs: where PESU1 = PESU2 = 550W and PESU3 = 275W.
Also, the IUI is capable of properly regulating the AC bus
voltage and frequency, similarly as shown in Fig. 12. During
the equalization process and the operation with the equalized
SoC, the AC voltage shows THD value lower than 0.6%, and
the AC and DC voltage magnitudes are 1.0p.u.

Initially in Fig. 11, all the loads are sited at the AC subgrid,
thus the power flows from the DC to the AC side, and PIUI

value is negative. At t = 97min, the DC load is P = 0.85kW
and the AC load is P = 0.65kW. In this condition, the
power flowing through the IUI is approximately zero. At
t = 164min, the AC load is PLAC

= 0W and the DC load is
PLDC

= 1.4kW, thus the available power in the AC subgrid
is transferred to the DC subgrid through the IUI. It confirms
the bidirectional power flow capability of IUI converter.

In Fig. 12 are applied several load steps to verify whether
the load disturbances cause deviation in the SoC equalization
and in the DC voltage and AC frequency. The initial SoC
values are: SoC1 = SoC2 = SoC3 = 0.95, PV supplies
0.46kW and the initial DC load power is PLDC

= 0.3kW,
and the initial AC load power is PLAC

= 1.3kW. The
load power is proportionally shared among the ESUs: where
PESU1

= PESU2
= 540W and PESU3

= 270W. Through
the IUI converter, the power is transferred from DC to AC
subgrid. At t = 80min, the DC load power is increased to
PLDC

= 0.8kW. At t = 125min, the DC load power is
increased to PLDC

= 1.3kW being equal to the AC load
power and the power flowing through the IUI converter is
approximately zero. At t = 145min, the DC load power is
PLDC

= 2.3kW and the AC load power is PLAC
= 0.65kW.

In this instant, the power flows from the AC subgrid to the DC
subgrid. At t = 165min, the DC load power is PLDC

= 2.3kW
and the AC load power is PLAC

= 0kW, and then the
power flowing from AC to DC subgrid increases. Finally, at
t = 190min, the DC load power is PLDC

= 0.3kW and the AC
load power is PLAC

= 0W. In this instant, the PV is able to
fully supply the loads and PESU1

= PESU2
= PESU3

= 0W.
Thus, Fig. 12 shows that the load variations do not impair the
equalization process and do not cause deviation in voltage and
frequency higher than the limits imposed by grid-codes.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a model-free energy management sys-
tem for hybrid AC/DC microgrid with SoC equalization of
ESUs scatteredly distributed along AC and DC subgrids. The
major objective of this paper is to achieve a proportional power
sharing, SoC equalization among ESUs distributed in both AC
and DC subgrids, and grid power flow control considering
the hybrid AC/DC microgrid as a single-controlled entity. To
achieve these objectives, a centralized power-based control is
used. The power-based control coordinates the active power
among the ESUs ensuring proportional power sharing; pro-
vides SoC equalization and controls the grid active power. The

central controller relies on a low-bandwidth communication
link and does not require previous knowledge of the micro-
grid parameters. The proposed strategy was experimentally
validated and the results show that the main objectives were
satisfactorily achieved in both grid-connected and islanded
operating modes. Future works will be addressed to mitigate
the impact of centralized communication infrastructure and to
include battery bank of different technologies.
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